A suggestion for future research on interface design of an internet-based telemedicine system for the elderly
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Abstract. Telemedicine has emerged as an effective tool for providing high quality healthcare service and health-related information, especially in rural areas. Rural areas often have a larger elderly population with greater rates of preventable disease. These areas also have fewer medical resources and specialists, and have limited access to health services, all of which can influence overall health. An internet-based telemedicine system can be one solution to provide the rural elderly with the proper health information when needed. The elderly obviously have limited capabilities compared with younger adults in the use of internet technology. However, the interfaces of the currently existing internet-based telemedicine systems are not specifically developed for elderly users. This paper suggests future interface design research for an internet-based telemedicine system specifically for the elderly.
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1. Introduction

Telemedicine is becoming a powerful tool for providing high quality healthcare, health-related information, and education in rural areas [23]. Rural areas account for about 20% of the US population [29], and have fewer resources and specialists, and limited access to health services when compared with urban areas [24]. Rural areas often have large elderly populations, many of whom have preventable disease risk factors such as obesity, smoking, poor diet, lower rate of activity, and consequent higher chronic disease than urban residents [19,23]. Further, it is not easy to travel for medical care because of the lack of transportation and the great distances found in rural areas. Telemedicine can be used to provide home-based medical care, education opportunities, or other services to help rural residents get proper and timely information about overall health.

The internet can be an effective tool to deliver health related services [12]. Healthcare services offered over the internet are continuously increasing as an important complement to, and even substitution for, traditional health services [30]. While many population groups may benefit from telemedicine, the elderly are especially likely to do so. That is, an internet based telemedicine system can provide proper health information to the elderly whenever, and wherever, needed.

The elderly population continues to increase dramatically. According to U.S. Census Bureau [29], individuals who are over 55 years old accounted for 22.6% of the population. The number of elderly over 65 is about 35 million and accounted for 12.1% of the total U.S. population in 2006. It is expected that the number of older adults will reach 108 million, or 45% of the adult population, in the next 15 years [4,13].

One reason for the increasing concern for our growing elderly population is that elderly populations suffer a much higher incidence of disease than do younger populations [26]. According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [6], in 2010 nearly 75% of US older adults have one or more chronic diseases. Also, 92% of older adults
who have a chronic disease live alone, including 50% of those over 75 years old [21]. Chronic diseases require constant specialized care not only by professionals but also through self-care by the elderly themselves. Therefore, timely health information is even more critical to older populations with chronic diseases [10].

However, the elderly have more limited perceptual and cognitive capabilities, which often degrade the informative communication process compared with younger people. Working memory capacity, processing speed, and recall of information often decline with age [7]. Motor skills and visual and auditory abilities are also more limited due to aging [3]. These restrictions can interfere with the elderly’s use of internet technology.

In the human factors and ergonomics fields, home healthcare has emerged as an important challenge, which includes telemonitoring, patient-physician communication, and the redesign of the telemedicine system environment for the aging [23]. While there are many studies on web information search and navigation, these topics have not been addressed in telemedicine research for the elderly [27].

The purpose of this study is to suggest future research on interface design for internet-based telemedicine systems for the elderly to aid them in making informed decisions about their health-related issues. This study also suggests developing interface design guidelines for an internet-based telemedicine system for the elderly, based on the capabilities and limitations of that population. These internet-based telemedicine systems will ensure more successful aging-in-place for the elderly and improve their overall quality of life.

2. Methods

First, a meta-analysis was conducted to investigate previous research on the interfaces of internet-based telemedicine systems. To find and gather existing literature, the following keywords and combinations were used: "telemedicine", "eHealth", "telecare", "homecare", "the elderly", "older adults", "interface", "usability", and "HCI". Also, a keyword "eye tracking" was searched, an area in which we were particularly interested.

Based on our analysis, we determined the types of usability studies undertaken in the field of internet-based telemedicine systems for elderly users, especially those using an eye tracking system.

3. Analysis

A major area of concern in HCI is the interface design within a boundary of usability. In general, usability has five important attributes: learnability, effectiveness, memorability, errors, and satisfaction [1,5,14].

Usability testing allows a designer to understand and analyze user performance, and behaviors, to find potential problems of systems or products. With usability testing, sample users who represent a target user population can be observed while they are performing or interacting with a system or a product in real time [22,31].

Eye movement is an indicator of how people acquire information, attention location, and when attention is shifting from one point to another [16]. Eye movements are closely associated with cognitive processes and behavioral choices. It is possible to monitor visual information processes including accessing, searching, and processing the visual information by investigating patterns of eye movements.

An eye tracking system has been shown to be an effective method for measuring eye movements related to information processing in the domain of web-based tasks [8]. An eye tracking system provides both qualitative and quantitative data, allowing the recording of various measures such as: heat map, elapsed time to first look, fixation rate, fixation duration, number of fixation, scanpath (sequence of the fixations), area of interest (AOI), gaze % per AOI, gaze duration, and so forth [2,18,20]. Based on those eye tracking measures, it is possible to acquire information about the patterns of a user’s visual activities such as visual attention, search strategies, and processes while they are interacting with a web interface [9].

Many usability studies exist on various kinds of internet websites, using an eye tracking system. However, this research has mostly focused on web search engines, web library systems, web advertisements, commercial websites, and so forth. Few studies have compared age-related differences in web performances using the eye tracking system method. In particular, there exists a need for studies on internet-based telemedicine systems, using eye tracking.

There are several usability studies on the physical and cognitive capabilities of older adults and their performance on internet websites. For instance, Nielsen and his colleagues [17] conducted usability
studies to identify the internet use characteristics of the elderly. They found that elderly users over the age of 65 have more difficulties than younger adult users when using internet-based interfaces. The elderly users showed less successful performance, more errors, more time to complete the tasks, and lower satisfaction compared with younger users. However, these studies did not specifically embrace telemedicine system websites.

Tullis [28] conducted an eye tracking study with adults over 50 years old and younger adults to identify behavioral differences in scanning web pages. The older adults significantly needed 42% more time to look at the content and 51% more time for navigation than did the younger adults. Also, the elderly users look at more areas.

On the other hand, Romano [11] found different results for performance on a website between older adults and younger adults by using an eye tracking system. Even though it was found that the younger adult group performed faster, no significant difference in accuracy of the performance or for satisfaction was found. In addition, there was no significant difference in the number of fixation between the two age groups.

There are a few studies on usability requirements for home health care systems [15]. They identified the usability problems of existing telemedicine systems and suggested a taxonomy of usability requirements. Even though these studies highlighted usability issues in telemedicine fields, none of them specifically focused on the interface design of an internet-based telemedicine system.

Telemedicine fields have focused little on usability issues of interface designs of internet-based telemedicine systems. Specifically, most current telemedicine systems were not designed for specific groups of people, but instead for a general population.

4. Suggestions for future research

The currently existing internet-based telemedicine systems do not consider the elderly population and are not specifically developed for the elderly user’s capabilities and limitations. Therefore, examining the interfaces of current web-based telemedicine systems from an HCI perspective may provide the elderly with more effective and efficient websites for ease of use.

We suggest conducting usability testing on the interface of an internet-based telemedicine system using an eye tracking method to identify differences not only in performance level and satisfaction, but also in patterns of the visual activities between the older adults and younger adults. It would also allow us to examine which interface factors may cause those differences between different aged groups. Based on the capabilities and limitations of elderly users, design recommendations can be made for interfaces of an internet-based telemedicine system.

Based on those results, it would be possible to develop design guidelines and design standards for the interfaces of internet-based telemedicine systems for elderly users. Many older adults could then access internet-based telemedicine systems without difficulty, and better understand health-related information, so they can more effectively, efficiently, and more easily make timely and informed decisions about actions related to their health issues.
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